FULL-CYCLE
RATCHETING CRIMPER

Three Crimping Cavities

KLEIN TOOLS®
RATCHETING CRIMPER

This full-cycle Ratcheting Crimper features three crimping cavities in one tool with color-coded wire size markings for three size ranges of insulated terminals. The design provides low effort to crimp while maintaining a high terminal pull-off force. Built-in ratchet ensures full-cycle crimping for a uniform crimp every time.

Crimps Insulated Terminals onto 10 – 22 AWG stranded copper wire

Unique Cavity Design provides consistent crimp from either side of the tool

Adjustable Compound Action Design puts more crimping power into each squeeze

Color-Coded Markings
- 22 – 16 AWG (Red)
- 16 – 14 AWG (Blue)
- 12 – 10 AWG (Yellow)

Built in Ratchet Ensures Uniform Crimp Every Time.